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I. Write the first ten lines of the poem “The Echoing Green “    (10 marks) 

II. Write the meaning of the following words .     (1x3=3) 

Absorbing,     deceit ,        blissful. 

III. Tick the correct answer :-        ( 1x3=3) 

1. This piece of writing is a/an  

a. Essay     b. series of diary entries .  c. report     d. story . 

2. We  know that the rain  on Monday was very heavy because  

a. There was an earthly smell .  c. The umbrella were useless. 

b. There was a traffic jam .      d. the cars were honking rudely. 

3. The writer   

a. Is a small boy who lives in the village . 

b. remembers his  days as a child as he wanders around . 

c. is the engineer of the district, 

d. was very happy with the changes in the village. 

IV. Fill in the blanks  :-         (1x5=5) 

1. ______    ________ his bath and _______ at twenty to ten . 

2. _____   _______ the house exactly bat half past eleven for the Reform Club. 

3. He _______ back from the club at midnight . 

4. This   ______   ________  invariable routine every day . 

5. ______    __________  tolerate no change or delay in anything.. 

V. Match the following         ( 1x5=5) 

1. I will say there is a remote                    a. friends easily or quickly. 

2. When the shop doors open , there    b. instructions on how to get to the  house. 

will be a headlong 

3. I will give you precise                            c. habits and did the same thing at the same time  . 

4. He was a man of regular                       d. rush to the sale counters. 

5. He was not a person who made          e. possibility that we will get what we want . 

VI. Answer the following in short:-       (2x2=4) 

1. Why did the writer leave his childhood home and go away? 

2. How do you think the family travelled from Delhi to Shimla ? What makes you think so ? 

VII. Answer the following in brief:-       (5x2=10) 

1. What  are some of the negative aspects of road trips ? Have any been mentioned in the 

piece ? Can you think of any?      

2. “Where are they ? Do you have any news of them ?”     

Who does not want to be reminded, of what and why?                                                                                                                                


